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Nordic GMT, GLT and GST teams, 
 
The teams have met one time each this Lions year to discuss how we can serve better 
together in the future. Here is short remarks from each team: 
 
GMT 
Their subject of the meeting was to discuss what program they would like to have in the 
NSR meeting in Iceland. The next on the agenda was to talk about how GMA will work 
when it is implemented in all the districts in each country. They also talk about net clubs 
– how they are started and how they will run. For example, can member join the net-
club and still be member in physical club. 
 
Geirþrúður Fanney Bogadóttir, PDG, GMT MD 109 
 
GLT 
The GLT group in Scandinavia has met once and discussed things of common interest. It 

was discussed what we could do to increase retention in the clubs and, we discussed the 

ongoing training of the VDGs. Part of it is the responsibility of the GLTs in the MDs. We 

agreed that we need to revise the training of Zone Chairpersons as it that the present 
form is not getting results. 

The Area Leader, Hilde Straumsheim, has held three meetings about GMA which we, as 

GLTs, have been invited to. Very interesting information about the upcoming GMA 

project that will require the GAT team in the districts to be involved. 

More meetings are planned in the spring. 

Halldór Kristjánsson, PCC, GLT MD109 

GST 

The group has met one time this Lions year in October. All the members of the meeting 

told about what they were doing in their country. There was a talk about having success 

story ready to be told on the NSR annual meeting in Reykjavík. When they met 

everybody thought that the NSR meeting would be physical meeting but as everybody 

know that didn´t happened. They talked about where the NSR project are that is in what 

country, and everybody had that opinion that the project should be near our countries 

and not that far away like they are now. But they agreed on that the project should be 

both near to home and in the third world where the need is so much. 

Björn Guðmundsson, PCC, GST MD 109 

 
 


